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Anatomical and physiological studies have shown that the zebrafish is a useful
model of vertebrate visual function. Anatomy has shown that the zebrafish possess the
traditional three cone types (S-, M-, and L- cones), and a fourth cone type that is sensitive
to ultraviolet light (U-cones). Physiologically, the adult zebrafish appears to have a
complex visual system with color opponent mechanisms. Anatomical results suggest that
the zebrafish may be a good model of retinal development as well. The zebrafish retina
develops in a sequential manner and is immature at hatch. Bilotta et al. (1996) also found
that the retina was functionally immature in larvae zebrafish. In addition, after exposure
to abnormal light rearing conditions, larvae zebrafish showed deficits in visual behavior,
even though there appears to be no effect on the gross morphology of the young zebrafish
retina. The purpose of the present study was to use a physiological approach to assess
retinal development and the effects of abnormal light rearing conditions. Larvae
zebrafish were raised under three light rearing conditions: constant light (LL), constant
dark (DD), and normal cyclic light (LD) for six days following fertilization. After six
days, the animals were placed back into normal cyclic light. Three ages were tested: 6-8,
13-15, and 21-24 dpf. The method used to assess retinal function was the
vi

electroretinogram (ERG). Comparisons were made across the three age groups and the
three conditions. Differences in the ERG waveforms and spectral sensitivities across the
three ages were found. The 6-8 and 13-15 dpf subjects were less sensitive than the 21-24
dpf group. Also, the 21-24 dpf had adult-like U- and S-cone function, but were missing
the L-M and the M-S opponent mechanisms found in the adult. Deficits from the light
rearing conditions were seen immediately following exposure (6-8 dpf). The LL
condition subjects showed the greatest deficit in the ultraviolet and short-wavelength
areas, and the DD condition subjects showed a slight deficit across the entire spectrum.
At 13-15 dpf, the LL and DD groups showed an increase in sensitivity and by 21-24 dpf
the differences that had been apparent were gone. The results of this study show that the
zebrafish is a good model for vertebrate retinal development and function. Thus, the
behavioral developmental trend that is seen in other vertebrates is also present in the
zebrafish. In addition, the zebrafish is adversely affected by abnormal light rearing
environments. The pattern of damage that was seen in primates appears to be present in
the zebrafish. However, unlike the primates, the zebrafish appears to be capable of
regeneration, thereby suggesting that the zebrafish would be a viable model for light
environment effects and regeneration.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Purpose
The visual sense has been studied for many reasons, and although many questions
have been answered there are many that have not. Researchers today are still trying to
understand how the visual system turns external light information into a neural message
that is processed by the brain and then interpreted by the subject. To help understand the
human visual system, animal models have been employed. These models have provided
an understanding of basic visual processing as well as some insight on the nature of
visual problems. Animal models are useful because they provide the researcher with the
opportunity to control and manipulate experimental conditions. In addition, certain
animal models possess unique characteristics that provide a means of testing hypotheses
that may not otherwise be testable.
In addition to studying the visual system as a means of understanding visual
processing, studying the visual system can help explain neural processing in general. The
retina is part of the central nervous system (CNS). Therefore, the eye and the retina offer
researchers an opportunity to examine neural processing without having to separate or
damage the neurons from the rest of the system. Thus, by understanding how retinal
neurons work, the information can be applied to the rest of the CNS and the peripheral
nervous system (PNS).
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To study the visual system, different approaches have been developed for use in
assessing retinal function and development. These approaches can be divided broadly
into three categories: anatomical, behavioral, and electrophysiological. In this study,
electrophysiological data will be collected and the results will be compared to results
from previous research using behavioral and anatomical approaches. Visual system
function and development will be assessed using the electroretinogram (ERG), which is a
gross electrical potential of all retinal neurons. The remainder of the introduction will
review some basic retinal anatomy and the response contributions of various retinal
neurons to the ERG. That section will be followed by a review of retinal development in
both higher and lower vertebrates. The focus of the lower vertebrates section will be on
fish retinal development. A review on the effects of light rearing environments on retinal
development will follow considering both higher and lower vertebrates, again with the
focus on fish. The last section will describe the overall purpose as well as the specific
hypotheses of this project.
The Retina and the Electroretinogram
The retina is divided into layers that contain different retinal neurons. For the
most part, the layers can be divided into two classes: cell body layers and synaptic
connections layers (see Dowling, 1996). The outer most portion of the outer nuclear
layer (ONL), located in the back of the eye, is unique. It is this part of the ONL that
contains the photoreceptors. The light passes through all the other retinal layers to reach
the photoreceptors. At the tip of the rod and cone photoreceptors are their outer
segments. The outer segments contain photopigments that respond to the light stimulus
and turn the light information into a neural message. The second cell body layer is
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referred to as the inner nuclear layer (INL) and it contains the cell bodies of the bipolar,
amacrine, and horizontal cells.
There are two layers of synaptic connections in the retina. These layers provide
the connections between the cell bodies of the different retinal neurons. The information
is passed through these synaptic layers to be further processed. The first layer is the outer
plexiform layer (OPL), which provides the connections between the ONL and the INL.
The second synaptic layer is the inner plexiform layer (IPL). The IPL provides the
connection between the INL and the ganglion cell body layer. The ganglion cell layer is
the final class of retinal neurons. It is the ganglion cell axons that form the optic nerve
that takes the neural message from the eye to the brain (see Dowling, 1987). The set-up
of the retina, into the different layers, allows the neural message, in the form of electrical
potentials, to be followed from one layer's response to the next. The neural message can
be measured using the ERG. It has been found that the ERG response can be separated
into different parts. These parts or components of the ERG have been studied to
determine which components represent responses from which retinal cells.
The initial ERG response to a light stimulus is a fast, negative potential or
hyperpolarization. The amount of hyperpolarization varies depending on the intensity of
the light and the sensitivity of the photoreceptors to that particular light stimulus. This
initial negative potential is referred to as the a-wave and is believed to be the response of
the photoreceptors to the light stimulus (Dowling, 1987; Riggs, 1986). The initial portion
of this response is created by the breakdown of the photopigment into its two chemical
parts as a result of the absorption of a light particle.
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This hyperpolarization is followed by a positive electrical potential or
depolarization. This second component of the response is referred to as the b-wave.
There has been a great deal of research on which cells produce the b-wave. Some
research has shown that it reflects the response of the on-bipolar cells which also respond
to light via the photoreceptors with a depolarization, while others have argued that it
reflects the response of the Muller cells (which are supportive glial cells in the retina)
which are reflecting the response of the on-bipolar cells (Dowling, 1987; Riggs, 1986).
In any event, it is agreed that this response comes from the INL and either directly or
indirectly reflects on-bipolar cell activity. Thus for the b-wave response to occur, the
OPL (the connection between the photoreceptor and bipolar cells) must be intact and
working.
Another ERG response component that sometimes can be seen at stimulus
termination is the d-wave. Like the on-bipolar cells, which respond at stimulus onset, the
off-bipolar cells respond with a depolarizing potential to stimulus termination. Like the
b-wave, there is some controversy about what this change in voltage at stimulus
termination is reflecting. Some have argued that it is the response of the photoreceptors
turning off with the stimulus (Dowling, 1987; Granit, 1955) while others believe it to be
the response of the off-bipolar cells (Mills & Sperling, 1990).
A third possibility is that the d-wave is a combination of both responses. As the
photoreceptors stop responding following stimulus termination, there would be a stop in
the hyperpolarization response, while the photoreceptors returned to a resting state. It is
this author's belief that the photoreceptor response is not enough by itself to cause the dwave. The return of the photoreceptors to their resting state would return the electrical
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potential back to zero, but the d-wave has a peak response above zero. Therefore, there
must be some other mechanism in action, possibly the off-bipolar cells or Muller cells
reflecting the activity of the off-bipolar cells.
As one would expect, because the ERG is a gross potential of all retinal cells,
some part of it should reflect activity from all cell types. For example, recently the
components of the ERG which reflect the activity of the ganglion cells have been found
in cats and primates (Frishman et al., 1996). The response is a small negative potential
that is usually hidden inside other components of the ERG at high intensities of light.
Although there are other components to the ERG, the focus of this study is on the a- and
b-waves. As much work with the ERG has shown, the ERG is dominated by the b-wave,
although under some conditions the a- and d-waves can be seen. However, for the most
part, under most conditions, it appears as if all cellular responses are buried inside the bwave.
Although there is a loss of information by the mixing of the various cellular
potentials, the ERG is a useful tool that has been applied in clinical settings. It is
advantageous because it is a non-invasive means of assessing retinal function and damage
due to congenital and environmental diseases of the retina. It also is relatively easy to
measure and thus, can provide an efficient reliable preliminary assessment tool, which
can be used to guide more sophisticated research procedures in useful directions. For
example, the ERG may be used to determine whether one type of neuron is functioning
properly. More specifically, the information from the ERG can eliminate certain
hypotheses as well as focus the direction of future research.
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Normal Development
At birth, many species have been found to have a visual system that is immature.
This immaturity has been shown in both behavioral and anatomical studies on both higher
and lower vertebrates. This immaturity has been used to explain many of the functional
deficits seen in the developing visual system. These deficits have been studied to
determine developmental critical periods as well as the point as which adult-like anatomy
and function are obtained (Harwerth, Smith, Duncan, Crawford, & von Nooder, 1986).
In general, the visual system develops in an orderly fashion; the foundation is set and
then it is built layer by layer.
Higher vertebrates. It has been found that in both human and monkey infants, the
visual system is not fully functional at birth. There are deficits in visual processes, which
reflect the immaturity of the retinal neurons and their connections (Abramov & Hainline,
1991). As is seen in the retina of many higher vertebrates, development begins with the
ganglion cells (Cepko, Austin, Yang, Alexiades, & Ezzedine, 1996). Following ganglion
cell development, it appears that there is a preset program that is followed and which
determines the fate of immature precursor cells. Cell fate appears to be partially
determined by genetics, although at some point the environment appears to play a role.
The environment can be light, which is external to the retina, or chemical, which is
internal or inside the retina (the cellular micro-environment). For example, it has been
suggested that at some point, light might trigger a chemical release that will cause cells to
become a specific type. In addition, the same chemical trigger can be driven by genetics
if the external environmental trigger is not present. However, at this point, the exact
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relationship between genetic and environmental control in retinal development is not
known (Cepko et al., 1996).
The development of retinal cells does appear to follow a sequence. It has been
found in mice that the development of the ganglion cells is followed by the bipolar and
Muller cells. The rods begin developing after the amacrine, cone, and horizontal cells
and continue throughout the development of the visual system (Cepko et al., 1996). This
sequence of cell development occurs prior to birth, such that at birth all retinal cells are
present, just not adult-like in size. This developmental sequence is found across many
higher vertebrates, the only difference being the order and timing in which the cells arise
(Cepko et al., 1996).
In primates and many higher vertebrates, it has been shown that retinal
development begins in the central or foveal region of the retina and then grows outward
(Abramov & Hainline, 1991; Cepko et al., 1996; Schmitt & Dowling, 1996). Although
all retinal layers are present at birth in monkey and human infants, the cone receptors in
the fovea are immature in that there are differences in the size of their outer segments
compared to adults. This difference has been used as a possible explanation for why both
human and monkey infants show sensitivity deficits relative to adults (Pulos, Teller, &
Buck, 1980; Boothe, Dobson, & Teller, 1985). In addition for both species, the receptor
density is less than it is in adults (Boothe et al., 1985). In human infants, by 45 months
the foveal area is adult-like in terms of cone density, but the cone outer segments are still
shorter than that of adults. This pattern is also seen in monkeys, although monkeys
develop at a rate four times faster than human infants (Boothe et al., 1985).
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The findings of anatomical immaturity of the foveal area supports functional
studies showing that at birth acuity is not as good (in both monkey and human infants) as
is seen in adults (Boothe et al., 1985). Acuity appears to be one of the last areas of the
visual system to develop (Harwerth et al., 1986; Mayer & Dobson, 1982). Using
behavioral measures, it has been found that infants test at levels below that of adults and
gradually improve with age (Mayer & Dobson, 1982). In humans, acuity reaches adultlike levels by three to five years, depending on the study that is referenced (see Boothe et
al., 1985). In monkeys, acuity reaches adult-like levels by about one year (Harwerth et
al., 1986). This rapid development of acuity in monkeys is consistent with the 4:1
developmental ratio between humans and monkeys. However, the foveal immaturity, that
is seen anatomically in young subjects, cannot fully explain this deficit in acuity
(Abramov & Hainline, 1991); one reason anatomical immaturity cannot account for
functional immaturity is the fact that the foveal area is adult-like before acuity is adultlike. The suggestion is that higher processes are involved in acuity. To support this idea,
a connection has been found between the development of the dorsal lateral geniculate
nucleus (dLGN) in monkeys and acuity development (Boothe et al., 1985).
Unlike infant monkeys who have a system that develops rapidly, human infants
have been found to have an immature color vision system in addition to acuity deficits
(Pulos et al., 1980). In normal adults, three cone types are present: short- (S-cone),
middle- (M-cone), and long- (L-cone) wavelength sensitive cones. The cone designation
is based on the A-max or the wavelength of light that a photopigment is most sensitive.
For example, a cone possessing a photopigment with a A-max of 420 nm is referred to a
short-wavelength sensitive cone or S-cone. The neural connection among these three

cone types is such that in primates they form two opponent channels or mechanisms: the
yellow-blue (Y-B) and the red-green (R-G) channels (Kaiser & Boyton, 1996).
At birth, it appears as if human infants are dichromats, possessing only two cone
types, which appear to provide only one opponent mechanism. Many studies have been
done that suggest that human infants are lacking the short-wavelength opponent
mechanism (Abramov & Hainline, 1991). One possible explanation is that S-cones are
not present at birth, but do develop rapidly by three months. The lack of S-cones leaves
the long-wavelength opponent mechanism (the opponency between the M-cones and Lcones) which has been found in infants as young as four weeks of age (Hamer,
Alexander, & Teller, 1982). Infants younger than this have not been tested because they
are very difficult to test prior to this age. However, it is believed that this color vision
deficit is not due to a lack of the S-cones on the retina, but instead due to the immaturity
of higher processing connections, including the opponent mechanisms (Boothe et al.,
1985; Abramov & Hainline, 1991; Hamer et al., 1982). It is difficult to tell if the S-cones
are missing because the morphology of the three human cone types vary across the retina
and are difficult to differentiate from one another. After birth, color vision then develops
rapidly over the next three months, reaching adult-like function.
Lower vertebrates. Lower vertebrate retinal development is somewhat similar to
higher vertebrate retinal development. There are differences in the rates at which the
retinal cells develop, but the general anatomical progression is consistent. The retinal cell
classes that are seen, such as photoreceptors, amacrine, horizontal, bipolar, and ganglion
cells, are consistent across species (Walls, 1942). Also present are the same nuclei layers
separated by the two layers of synaptic connections. In most species, both rod and cone
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photoreceptors have been found, but the variance seems to be the specific photopigment
of the photoreceptors (Schwanzara, 1967). Another difference is the number of different
photoreceptors. For example, like many fish species, the zebrafish retina contains a cone
type that is sensitive to ultraviolet light, a U-cone (Robinson, Schmitt, Harosi, Reece, &
Dowling, 1993), in addition to the traditional types (S-, M-, L-cones; Nawrocki,
Bremiller, Streisinger, & Kaplan, 1985).
A second difference is that many fish species lack a foveal area (Nicol, 1989).
Instead, the retina is described as a mosaic pattern. The receptors are organized into an
orderly, set pattern across the retina. This pattern is seen because the different receptor
types are different in shape. For example in the zebrafish, the U-cones look different
from the S-cones which are different from the M-and L-cones (Branchek & Bremiller,
1984; Schmitt & Dowling, 1996). In the zebrafish, the short single cones hold the
ultraviolet sensitive photopigment (X-max of 362 ran), the long single cones hold the
short-wavelength sensitive photopigment (A-max of 420 nm), and the long double cones,
which look like two combined long single cones, have a middle-wavelength sensitive
photopigment (A-max of 480 nm) in one cone while the other holds the long-wavelength
sensitive photopigment (A-max of 560 nm; Robinson et al., 1993).
Another similarity across species is the type of retinal processing. In both the
zebrafish (Hughes, Saszik, Bilotta, DeMarco, & Patterson, in press) and the goldfish
(Mackintosh, Bilotta, & Abramov, 1987) opponent mechanisms have been found. For
example, Hughes et al. (in press) have shown that the adult zebrafish have the necessary
tools for color vision, which are overlapping cone spectra and opponent mechanisms.
This study showed that the ERG b-wave response receives contributions from the four
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cone types and possesses color opponent mechanisms. They found that there are two
opponent mechanisms present; these mechanisms are the L-cones inhibited by the Mcones (L-M) and the M-cones inhibited by the S-cones (M-S). In addition, Hughes et al.
(in press) showed that the U- and S-cones work in a nonopponent manner. Although the
L-M would be similar to the primate R-G or G-R mechanisms, there is no analogy for the
M-S mechanism in primates. Perhaps the M-S mechanism in zebrafish may be
functionally similar to the Y-B mechanism found in primates.
From a developmental perspective, lower vertebrates show a similar
developmental trend as seen in higher vertebrates. Retinal development starts with the
ganglion cells in both the goldfish (Raymond, 1991) and the zebrafish (Schmitt &
Dowling, 1996), which is found to be similar to higher vertebrates. There are slight
differences however. In some fish species, such as the goldfish and the sockeye salmon,
the rod photoreceptors are present on the retina at hatch (Raymond, 1991; Flamarique &
Hawryshyn, 1996). The presence of rods at hatch is similar to that seen in higher
vertebrates. Interestingly, in the zebrafish, the rods are the last photoreceptor type to
appear on the retina. Whereas they are seen on the retina at hatch with the sockeye
salmon and the goldfish, they take much longer to appear in the zebrafish (Branchek &
Bremiller, 1984). The outer segments of the zebrafish cones begin to form at 2.5 days
postfertilization (dpf; zebrafish hatch at 3-4 dpf), and by eight dpf all the cone types are
identifiable. Branchek (1984) has found that the ERG response to white light flicker is
reflective of anatomical development. Prior to the 2.5 dpf, when there are no apparent
outer segments, there is no ERG response; however after that point, there is a steady
increase in the amplitude of the b-wave component and an increase in absolute
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sensitivity. It is at eight dpf that the rods first begin to appear on the retina. At this point,
as in other lower and higher vertebrates, the rod photoreceptors continue to develop with
the cones until 24 dpf (Branchek & Bremiller, 1984).
Although the sockeye salmon is similar to higher vertebrates in that retinal
development begins in a central region and grows outward, zebrafish retinal development
starts in the nasal ventral region and then spreads across the retina (Kljavin, 1987;
Raymond, Barthel, & Curran, 1995). This development proceeds until 72 hours
postfertilization (hpf) when it is complete. Schmitt and Dowling (1996) have referred to
this time period as the 'initial phase.' After 72 hpf, a second period of development
occurs which is similar to that of other fish species. After three dpf, the zebrafish retina
has developed the mosaic and grows in a ring-like fashion along the periphery as is seen
in other fish species. As the retina develops, it grows in rings, with only rods being
added into the mosaic at different locations and precursor cells being added on the
periphery (Johns, 1991; Schmitt & Dowling, 1996).
The high degree of cellular immaturity in the zebrafish retina at hatch (3 dpf)
supports the findings that there is also a difference in acuity between larvae and adult
zebrafish. Although there is no fovea, the zebrafish has been found to show a
developmental trend in acuity that corresponds with anatomical development. Acuity
develops gradually from hatch to 21 dpf (Bilotta, Dobis, Googe, Nunley, & DeLorenzo,
1996; Clark, 1981). Unfortunately, difficulty in testing the adult zebrafish has only
allowed acuity to be assessed up to 21 dpf; thus it is not clear what adult zebrafish acuity
is or when adult-like levels are reached. This gradual development in acuity might be due
to a decrease in cone spacing as was seen by Easter and Nicola (1996). In addition, the
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outer segments are much smaller in larvae than in the adult zebrafish, and this difference
could possibly be responsible for the decrease in sensitivity and lower acuity levels seen
in larvae zebrafish. At present there is one study that has examined color vision in larvae
zebrafish, but only 5-6 dpf subjects were tested and only 400 to 640 nm was used
(Brockerhoff, Hurley, Niemi, & Dowling, 1997). However, if higher vertebrate vision is
immature at birth in terms of anatomy, as well as acuity and color vision, and larvae
zebrafish have similar anatomical immaturity and acuity deficits, then it is reasonable to
assume that there will be deficits in the color vision system of the young zebrafish. It is
the great similarities and somewhat small differences that make lower vertebrates a useful
model for higher vertebrates such as humans.
Light Environment Effects
From the work described above, it is apparent that in many species, including both
higher and lower vertebrates, the visual system is immature at birth. Although
anatomically the major retinal structures are present, the various cell types and the
synaptic layers, the system is not completely developed. There must be some adjusting
or fine-tuning of the connections in the retina, and this part is an important one in terms
of how well the system is able to perform its function of processing visual stimuli. One
major question that arises is why have a system that is unstable? Perhaps the reason is
that the environment is an important factor in the final development. The retina would be
able to adjust to meet the needs of that species in that environment. This retinal
adjustment to the environment brings about another issue; if the environment is a
necessary component, what would happen were the environment abnormal?
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The focus of the second issue deals with two major questions. The first is what
effect does an abnormal light environment have on an unstable visual system? The
second is what effect does no light have on the visual system? Both of these questions
arise from an attempt to understand the nature of neurons and how they function and
change in response to the environment. In the case of the visual system, it can be asked
what adaptations occur to the retina as a result of the environment and whether these
adaptations cause the system to be modified or degenerate? The study of the effects of
lighting environment on the retina has lead to many inconsistencies. Given the large
methodological discrepancies across the studies, it is inevitable that there would be
differences in results and conclusions. For example, the studies involve many different
species, at many different ages, under many different lighting environments. For
practical reasons, this review will focus only on light rearing studies relevant to this
work.
Higher vertebrates. For ethical reasons, it is impossible to perform systematic
studies varying the lighting environment with human infants; but unfortunately in life,
sometimes infants are exposed to adverse or abnormal lighting environments. Many
times when there are complications at birth, the infant may be placed into a neonatal
intensive care unit (NICU). The lighting environment of the NICUs is not a normal
environmental condition, especially when the infant is premature. Although the light in
the NICU is not intense enough to damage adult eyes, the immaturity of the infant's
system may cause it to be more susceptible to damage. In addition, because it is
necessary to constantly monitor the health of the infants in these units, sometimes the
lights are on 24 hours a day, which in some cases has been found to be detrimental to
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development (Abramov et al., 1984). Infants that have been exposed to the NICUs have
been found to have a higher incidence of vision problems resulting from retinal deficits
(Abramov & Hainline, 1991).
In controlled studies using primates as a model, it has been found that the retina
can be adversely affected by the lighting environment. To better understand the effects of
light, researchers have filtered broadband light, looking into the effects of specific
wavelengths of light on retinal processing. Harwerth and Sperling (1974) found that
there is a decrease in sensitivity of the M- and L-cones when the animals were exposed to
middle- and long-wavelength light, although the damage does not appear to be
permanent. However, they also found that the S-cones seem to show a permanent
decrease in sensitivity after exposure to short-wavelength light. It was concluded that the
amount of damage that was seen was related to the spectral characteristics, the duration of
exposure, and the intensity of the light.
In addition to monkeys, it was found that raising tree shrews in a cyclic red light
environment affected the anatomy of the retina and the behavioral spectral sensitivity.
This change was not seen as the detrimental effects of the red light, but as a lack of shortwavelength light to stimulate the S-cones (Petry & Kelly, 1991). Interestingly, in one
study in which monkeys were raised in constant dark for up to two months, no anatomical
differences were found at the retinal level or at higher processing levels like the dLGN
(Hendrickson & Boothe, 1976).
Other work done in this area has used rats in an attempt to understand the effects
of light rearing conditions. These studies involved both pigmented and albino rats of
different genetic strains, exposing them to a variety of constant light and constant dark
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conditions. After the light rearing conditions, the effects of different light exposures were
examined (for a review, see Organisciak & Winkler, 1994). The language used by
researchers is cautious, as it should be. Many of the results seem to contradict one
another, since many factors can affect whether or not there will be damage. For example,
light rearing environment, diet, and body temperature can affect the amount and type of
damage to the visual system that will be seen. For example in rats, it was found that after
dark rearing, the animals were more susceptible to light damage and required more time
to recover than animals that had been raised under normal cyclic light rearing conditions
even though there were no obvious anatomical differences (Birch & Jacobs, 1980). Also,
an increase in body temperature has been found to increase the likelihood that subjects
will incur damage from light exposure, whereas a decrease in body temperature has the
opposite effect (Organisciak, Wang, Li, & Tso, 1985, as cited in Organisciak & Winkler,
1994).
Lower vertebrates. Similar studies have been done using lower vertebrates,
including both goldfish and zebrafish. The effects of different light rearing environments
have been assessed using behavioral, anatomical and electrophysiological methods. For
example, studies using goldfish (Raymond, Bassi, & Powers, 1988) and zebrafish
(Robinson & Dowling, 1994; Easter & Nicola, 1996) found no differences in retinal
anatomy between subjects raised in constant light, constant dark, or normal cyclic light.
These studies compared a variety of gross anatomical measures like outer segment size
and degree of lamination in the retinal layers. The only anatomical effect seen due to the
light rearing environment was with albino zebrafish (Robinson & Dowling, 1994), who
were found to have been adversely affected by both constant light and constant dark.
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Although the anatomical work has been consistent between the two species, it has
not been found to agree with the behavioral data. In the zebrafish and the goldfish, it was
found that the light rearing environment, both constant light and constant dark, can have
adverse effects on visual processing. Bilotta et al. (1996) found that constant light had
the most detrimental effect on visual behavior in zebrafish. The larvae zebrafish exposed
to constant light from fertilization to six dpf had a visual acuity below that of constant
dark and normal subjects when measured using the optomotor procedure. By 19 dpf, they
still had not fully recovered. They also found that constant dark affected visual behavior
in the zebrafish. Although the subjects raised from fertilization to six dpf in constant
dark had a visual acuity below that of the subjects raised under normal conditions, it was
only a slight difference, and by 19 dpf there was no difference between the two groups.
Research on visual behavior and abnormal light rearing environment using the
goldfish have not been consistent. Powers, Bassi, and Raymond (1988) found that
goldfish, reared under both constant broadband light and constant dark conditions,
exhibited a decrease in spectral sensitivity when measured behaviorally with the constant
dark animals showing the larger deficit. However, there were problems with animal
survival in this study and the constant dark results are based on only one subject. Later,
Bassi and Powers (1990) again exposed goldfish to constant broadband light for seven
days and found that they showed higher sensitivity than subjects reared under normal
cyclic light conditions. In both instances, the threshold values returned to normal after a
couple of days. These findings suggest that the goldfish is slightly affected by light
rearing environment and that the effects that are seen do not appear to be permanent.
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In both zebrafish studies, the anatomical study (Robinson & Dowling, 1994) and
the behavioral studies (Bilotta et al., 1996), the light rearing conditions were the same.
The similarities in the environmental conditions are important because it establishes that
there is an inconsistency between the results from the two methodological approaches.
Although there may be problems with the retinal cells in terms of gross morphology that
have not been identified, one should not forget the synaptic connections that exist
between the cell body layers. It is these connections that are being developed and finetuned after birth or hatch and are responsible for the more complex processing done by
the retina. One example of the importance of these connections to visual processing is
color vision which is not adult-like at birth. Although there must be overlapping cone
spectra for color vision to exist, there must also be both excitatory and inhibitory
connections for the development of the opponent mechanisms. As research has found,
this type of higher processing requires time to develop after birth or hatch in many
species. Acuity, like color vision, is a complex process, and although it is affected by
cone spacing, which can be considered an anatomical issue, the neural connections are
also important.
Summary, Purpose, and Hypotheses
It is clear from this review that there are many similarities in visual system
development between higher and lower vertebrates. Although there are slight differences
in the order of cell determination, once the gross structures are there development has
been found to be consistent across many species. Many times after birth or hatch, there
are additional connections in the retina that produce higher level visual processing such
as color opponency and acuity. Also, since the visual systems of the very young subjects
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are immature, the environment most likely plays a role in development. As is seen from
work done with higher and lower vertebrates, retinal processing is affected by the light
environment. When the light environment is abnormal, the effects can be detrimental to
the retinal cells and most likely to the connections between those cells.
From a developmental perspective, zebrafish appear to be a good model for vision
study. One advantage of using the zebrafish is that they breed prolifically and reach
adulthood in a short period of time. These fish are considered to have a visual system
that is adult-like by 24 dpf (Branchek & Bremiller, 1984), thus allowing researchers to
study normal development within a short period of time. Another advantage is the
transparent eggshell, which allows researchers to study the development of the animal
without disturbing the growing environment. Also, the developing visual system can be
exposed to different lighting conditions to determine their effects from the onset of the
development of the visual system.
Previous researchers using the zebrafish as a model to study the effects of light
environment on retinal development have used anatomical and behavioral approaches.
The purpose of the present study was, in a sense, to examine the approach in-between that of physiology. The three approaches can be looked at as being on a continuum, at
one end is anatomy, at the other end is behavior, and in-between is physiology. This
researcher used light rearing conditions like those used by Robinson and Dowling (1994)
and Bilotta et al. (1996). Therefore, the results can be compared to the findings in those
two studies, in hopes of explaining the apparent discrepancy that exists between the
anatomical and behavioral approaches. The ERG was used because it is noninvasive, and
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light damage can be assessed on a global level. As a gross potential of all retinal cells, it
helped to identify the location of damage.
There were two objectives to the present study. First, to examine normal visual
development in the zebrafish. The result hoped for was that the ERG can be used to
assess retinal development. It was hypothesized that there would be differences in the
ERG response of the different ages that were tested. Also, the physiological differences
that were found reflected the anatomical retinal developmental stage as established by
Branchek and Bremiller (1984). The responses of the subjects raised under normal cyclic
light at the various ages were compared to determine if there was a developmental trend
that could be followed using the ERG. The second objective was to study the effects of
different light rearing environments on retinal physiological development. Based on the
information presented, it was hypothesized the animals reared in constant light would
show deficits in sensitivity in the ultraviolet and short-wavelength areas of the spectrum.
This was hypothesized because of the similarity in structure of the U-cones and the
sensitivity of the S-cones in zebrafish to those of the S-cones in primates. The S-cones in
primates (Harwerth & Sperling, 1974) appear to be the most susceptible to light damage.
Thus, it was likely that the U-and S-cones in the zebrafish will be susceptible to damage.
A second hypothesis was that the animals reared in the constant dark condition would
show some visual deficits but that they would not be as severe as those of the animals
reared in the constant light condition. The responses from the different light rearing
conditions at various ages were compared to assess the type and location of damage (if it
is in the retinal layers).

Chapter 2
Methods
Participants
Larvae zebrafish (Danio rerio) bred in-house (Bilotta, Saszik, DeLorenzo, &
Hardesty, in press) were used. Adult breeders were obtained either from Scientific
Hatcheries (Huntington Beach, CA) or from a local pet store. Adults were maintained in
the laboratory colony for at least two weeks prior to use. There were three light rearing
environments or conditions: constant light (LL), constant dark (DD), and normal (LD).
The LL condition consisted of raising larvae in constant normal light levels for six days
following fertilization. The DD condition consisted of raising the larvae in the dark for
six days following fertilization. The LD condition consisted of raising the larvae in a 14
hr on/10 hr off cycle under normal levels of illumination (approximately 500 lux). These
conditions and age groups correspond to those used in past work that showed differences
in visual behavior (Bilotta et al., 1996). Other than the different lighting conditions,
larvae were maintained using standard procedures (Westerfield, 1994). The tanks used in
all conditions maintained a water temperature of 28-30 deg C.
Testing began on day six when the fish were removed from the light rearing
environment. Three age groups were tested; 6-8, 13-15, and 21-24 dpf. Branchek and
Bremiller (1984) have shown these ages to represent different anatomical stages of visual
development for the zebrafish. The early age group (6-8 dpf) was used to determine the
21
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immediate effects of the lighting conditions while the latter groups (13-15 and 21-24 dpf)
were used to determine the possibility of retinal cell regeneration.
Subjects were placed into the appropriate lighting condition within 45 minutes of
fertilization. On the morning of fertilization (day zero), once the room lights came on,
the eggs were siphoned off the bottom of the breeding tank, counted and placed into 500
ml plastic containers. One hundred-fifty eggs were placed into each container with water
from the breeding tank. For the DD condition, the containers were floated in a ten gallon
tank in a light tight box; the box had a fan system, which provided air circulation. The
tank had a water heater, which was covered to attenuate the heater's light. For the LL
condition, the eggs were counted, placed into the plastic containers and floated in a ten
gallon heated tank; the lights were fluorescent (Sylvania, F40/D) and were placed 4.5 feet
above the water surface. The lights were on for 24 hours for the duration of the exposure.
The LD subjects remained in the breeding tank. The lights for this condition were the
same type of fluorescent lights as in the LL condition and were 5.5 feet above the tank.
Raising the larvae for six days in the plastic containers as opposed to the larger
tanks does not affect development. Previous work has shown that there were no
differences in visual acuity between larvae raised in the plastic containers for 24 dpf and
those raised in larger tanks. Also, raising the larvae in the plastic containers for nine days
showed no significant difference to those raised in ten gallon tanks relative to eye
diameter, t(l8)=0.02, p>.05, and body length, t(l8)=1.96, p>.05. The fish were removed
from the various light rearing conditions after six days and placed in normal cyclic
lighting. In addition, the six dpf subjects from the LL and DD conditions were placed
into ten gallon tanks for the duration of the study.
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Apparatus
A two-channel optical system was used to present the visual stimuli (for details,
see Hughes, 1996; Patterson, 1996). Monochromatic light was presented to the subjects
through one channel, which had as its light source a 150 W xenon arc lamp (Spectral
Energy, Westwood, NJ, Model LH 150). The light from the lamp was collimated, passed
through a water bath to filter out infrared light, and then focused onto an optical shutter;
the shutter was controlled by the laboratory computer. After passing through the shutter,
the light was again collimated, then passed through a series of interference and neutral
density filters to control stimulus wavelength and irradiance. The light was then focused
onto a liquid light guide (Oriel, Stratford, CT, Model 22556).
The second channel provided the background stimulus, and had as its light source
a 250 Watt tungsten-halogen bulb (Oriel, Stratford, CT, Model 6334). As with the first
channel, the light was filtered for infrared light (via an optical filter) and focused onto an
optical shutter. After passing through the shutter, the light was collimated and passed
through neutral density filters to control stimulus irradiance. The light from the second
channel was combined with the first and focused on the liquid light guide, which was
placed in front of the subject's eye.
Stimulus wavelength and irradiance were controlled using interference and neutral
density filters. For the monochromatic channel, interference filters ranging from 320 to
640 nm with a 10 nm bandpass were used. The neutral density filters used with the
monochromatic channel were made of quartz to allow ultraviolet light to pass. The
neutral density filters ranged from 0.5 to 3.0 log units of attenuation and could be
combined, such that they provided a range from 0.0 to 6.5 log units of attenuation. In the
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background channel, neutral density filters were used to maintain a background of 5
jaW/cm2. This background has been found to suppress rod contributions in adult
zebrafish, thus isolating the photopic system (Hughes et al, in press).
Procedures
The subject was anesthetized with tricaine methanesulfonate (MS-222) and placed
on its side in a petri dish. The MS-222 dose (0.01%, 0.02%, 0.04%) varied according to
age (6-8, 13-15, and 21-24 dpf, respectively). The petri dish contained a square piece of
cotton with a small piece of tissue in the middle on which the subject was placed. Using
tweezers, a small strip of tissue was placed over the body like a shroud. This strip was
used to absorb any excess water on the body. Once the subject was covered with the
shroud, the petri dish was then placed inside a Faraday cage. Using a stereomicroscope,
the reference electrode was placed on the body. It was held in placed with an adjustable
arm on a magnetic base. The recording electrode was placed on the subject's eye using a
micromanipulator. For the 21-24 dpf group, the recording electrode was inserted into the
vitreal chamber. The electrodes were glass pipettes with a tip diameter of approximately
lOfj., which were filled with teleost saline solution and housed a 36 gauge chlorided silver
wire.
The signals between the recording and reference electrode were differentially
amplified with an AC amplifier with a bandpass of 0.1 to 100 Hz and recorded by the lab
computer while also being displayed on a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix, Model TDS
340). A data acquisition rate of 250 Hz was used. Once the electrodes were in place, the
liquid light guide was placed in front of the eye and the door to the Faraday cage was
closed. The broadband background was turned on and the animal was allowed to adapt to
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the background for five minutes before trials began. The trials used an ascending method
of limits procedure. The stimulus irradiance at any given wavelength began below
threshold and was increased until the desired response was obtained. Irradiance steps of
0.5 log units were used until a criterion response was obtained.
Each trial consisted of three stimulus presentations. Each stimulus presentation
was 200 ms in duration with 700 ms between presentations. There was a 50 ms baseline
period prior to the first stimulus. The order of wavelength presentation was staggered in
40 nm steps to avoid adapting any one cone type. The remaining wavelengths were then
filled in, such that 20 nm steps existed in the final set of data. For example, wavelength
presentation began at either 320 or 640, and the series continued either up or down
through the wavelengths in 40 nm steps. Then the wavelengths that had been skipped on
the first series were presented. This procedure is consistent with previous research
(Hughes et al., in press). All procedures have been approved by the LACUC committee at
Western Kentucky University.

Chapter 3
Results
The analysis of the data consisted of two main parts; the first was the analysis of
the ERG waveform and the second was the analysis of the spectral sensitivity functions.
Each analysis section will be separated into normal development and abnormal light
rearing condition sections.
Waveform Analysis
Waveform analysis utilized a program developed in-house that allows each ERG
waveform to be analyzed individually. The program filtered the ERG waveforms for 60
Hz noise and averaged the three stimulus presentations. Using this analysis, several types
of information can be obtained, including the peak amplitudes and latencies of the ERG
components. The focus of the waveform analysis was on the a-, b-, and d-wave
components of the ERG response. In examining these components, insight into the cell
classes that are responding to visual stimuli can be studied. For example, if there is a
change in the a-wave across age groups or light rearing conditions, then one can conclude
that the photoreceptors are affected by age or the conditions. In addition, any change in
the b-wave response across groups or conditions would suggest differences in either the
OPL or in the bipolar cells themselves. The waveforms of the three age groups tested
were compared to assess any changes with retinal development. In addition, the
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waveforms from the subjects across the three light rearing conditions were compared to
determine any differences across these conditions.
Normal development. Figure 1 shows a sample ERG waveform from a lightadapted adult zebrafish to various irradiances of 440 nm light (Hughes et al., in press).
With the adult zebrafish, the ERG waveform is dominated by the positive b-wave
component. There is possibly a small a-wave prior to the b-wave, and also a possible dwave following stimulus termination. It is apparent from figure 1 that the b-wave is
affected by stimulus irradiance. The values associated with each ERG waveform
represent the log attenuation value of the stimulus irradiance. As the stimulus irradiance
is increased (less negative log attenuation), the b-wave amplitude also increases. The
presence of the b-wave and its dependence on stimulus irradiance is consistent across all
wavelengths tested in the adult zebrafish, although there are differences in the relative
sensitivity of the response across wavelengths.
Figure 2 shows sample ERG waveforms in response to 360 and 560 nm stimuli
from subjects from the 6-8 and 21-24 dpf groups. Data from the 13-15 dpf group are not
presented, because they were similar to the 6-8 dpf group data. Figures 2a and 2b show
the ERG responses to 360 and 560 nm stimulus for a 6-8 dpf subject. There are two
prominent, but different, components to both figures. The ERG response to 360 nm
stimuli (figure 2a) has a large negative potential, the a-wave, followed by a large positive
potential, the b-wave. This ERG waveform is different from the waveform to the same
stimulus wavelength of an adult zebrafish. Unlike the adult zebrafish, which has a
waveform that is dominated by the b-wave across all wavelengths, the 6-8 dpf subject has
a very strong a-wave response to ultraviolet wavelengths. The ERG response to 560 nm
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stimuli (figure 2b) also contains two components, a large positive potential at stimulus
onset and a large positive potential at stimulus termination; these are the b- and d-waves.
The difference between the 560 nm response from a 6-8 dpf subject and the adult
zebrafish is the shape. The 6-8 dpf subject has a b- and d-wave that are distinct or
separate from one another, while with the adult these components are not as distinct. The
b-wave is so strong with the adult zebrafish that the d-wave is hidden inside the b-wave at
this stimulus duration.
Figures 2c and 2d show the ERG responses of a subject from the 21-24 dpf group
to the same stimuli as with the 6-8 dpf subject. The difference between figures 2a and 2c
is the large a-wave in the 6-8 dpf subject response. At this wavelength, the 21-24 dpf
subject response is dominated by the b-wave, as is seen with adults. The probability is
not that the a-wave is not present but instead is hidden by the b-wave. Figures 2c and 2d
are similar to one another in that no a-wave is apparent. This waveform is different from
that seen with the 6-8 dpf subject (compare figures 2a and 2b). The strength or presence
of the various ERG components of the 6-8 dpf subject appear to vary with stimulus
wavelength. Interestingly, there is little difference in the ERG response between the 6-8
dpf subject and the 21-24 dpf subject in response to 560 nm stimuli. The 21-24 dpf
subjects' waveform resembles the adult ERG across all wavelengths, but the 6-8 dpf
subjects' ERG appears similar to the adult response only at middle- to long-wavelengths.
Although the shape of the waveform is different for the 6-8 dpf in response to 560 nm
light, the components that are seen are present in both the 21-24 dpf subject and normal
adult zebrafish.
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Abnormal light rearing conditions. Figure 3 contains sample waveforms from
subjects exposed to the abnormal light rearing conditions. The responses from 6-8 and
21-24 dpf subjects are shown. As in the normal LD condition, the response of 13-15 dpf
subjects was found to be similar to the response of 6-8 dpf subjects, thus no sample
waveforms are shown. Only ERG responses to 360 nm light are shown, because it is
there that most of the differences in the waveform existed. The same pattern that was
seen in the LD condition is apparent in the DD and LL conditions. With the 6-8 dpf
subjects from both the DD and LL conditions (figures 3a and 3b), there is a strong a-wave
followed by a strong b-wave. The 21-24 dpf subjects from the DD and LL conditions
(figures 3c and 3d) appear somewhat similar to the 21-24 dpf subjects in the LD
condition and to the adult zebrafish. Their responses appear to be dominated by the bwave component.
Spectral Sensitivity Analysis
Calculating spectral sensitivity functions for all groups tested was the next step of
the analysis. Spectral sensitivity functions plot the sensitivity at each stimulus
wavelength and can be used to determine the cone contributions to the ERG response.
Spectral sensitivity functions were calculated for both the a- and b-wave components of
the ERG response when they were apparent. Spectral sensitivity of the 6-8 dpf subjects
from the LD, DD, and LL conditions were calculated using the a-wave component from
responses to 320 to 440 nm stimuli. It was found that after 440 nm, the a-wave was no
longer evident in the waveforms of the subjects (see above). The a-wave was measured
from baseline (response prior to stimulus onset) to the first negative peak. For the b-wave
component, spectral sensitivity was calculated from 320 to 640 nm for all groups and all
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conditions. The b-wave was measured from baseline or the first negative peak to the first
positive peak.
To obtain the sensitivity to each stimulus wavelength, the reciprocal of the log
stimulus irradiance (quanta/s/cm2) which produced a criterion response was calculated
from the irradiance-response function (Saszik & Bilotta, in press). To derive an
irradiance-response function, the response amplitude in microvolts at each stimulus
irradiance was plotted. Linear regression was used to interpolate the log irradiance to
derive the appropriate criterion response. Spectral sensitivities were done for each
subject; then the data from all subjects within each group and condition were averaged.
The sensitivity values were then normalized because of differences across subjects
in electrode placement and the response criterion that was used. For example, the 6-8 and
13-15 dpf subjects had the electrode placed on the eye, while the 21-24 dpf subjects had
the electrode inserted into the vitreal chamber. Also, developmental changes in
sensitivity occurring over the testing period affected the criterion used. Since 6-8 dpf
subjects were less sensitive, a criterion around 20 fj.V was used; however, a 40 \xV
criterion was used with the 21-24 dpf groups, who were more sensitive than the younger
subjects. Thus, to make the developmental comparisons in the shape of the spectral
sensitivity function, the data were normalized at the peak sensitivity of the spectral
sensitivity function for each LD age group. This procedure is consistent with other
research using this same type of analysis (DeMarco & Powers, 1991). With the
zebrafish, the peak sensitivity appears in the ultraviolet area of the spectrum.
To make comparisons across the lighting conditions, the data were not normalized
using the same procedure as was used with the LD condition because it had been
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hypothesized that there would be deficits in the ultraviolet and short wavelength areas of
the spectrum due to the light rearing conditions. Thus, normalizing the data to the peak
in the ultraviolet area would be inappropriate because that is where the deficits were
expected. Instead, the data were normalized to values at 640 nm, where little or no
deficits were expected. Then, the data were re-normalized to the peak sensitivity of the
LD condition. Normalizing the data to the peak sensitivity of the LD condition was done
because it would reflect the relative sensitivity of the DD and LL conditions to the LD
condition.
After calculating relative spectral sensitivities for the three conditions and the
three age groups, a quantitative assessment of the cone contributions to the spectral
sensitivity function was performed. This assessment was accomplished by using a
mathematical model based on the contribution of the four known cone spectra of the
zebrafish. To obtain the cone spectra, the curves from the giant Danio (Palacios,
Goldsmith, & Bernard, 1996) were normalized to the A-max of the zebrafish cone
photopigments (Robinson et al., 1993). Based on work done with the adult zebrafish
(Hughes et al., in press), the multiple mechanism model was used to derive the cone
inputs to the spectral sensitivity data. This model has been used with primates to fit
behavioral spectral sensitivity data that appear to display both excitatory and inhibitory
contributions to the response (Sperling & Harwerth, 1971). The competing contribution
of cone inputs are seen as dips in the spectral sensitivity function and have been referred
to as 'notches'. The notches have been suggested to be representative of color opponent
mechanisms. The multiple mechanisms model takes the form
Eq-1

Sx=k1(Ax.max(1))+k2(Ax.max(2))
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where
Sj=

sensitivity at a given wavelength

AA_m!D,(x)=

sensitivity of a cone type with a A,-max of x

k, and k2=

cone weights

The multiple mechanisms model uses both positive and negative cone weights.
While the positive weights show excitatory contributions, the negative weights suggest
inhibitory contributions. An advantage to using the multiple mechanisms model is that it
allows one to look at cone contributions to select areas of the spectrum. For example, one
can look at the contribution of the M-cones to the long-wavelength area of the spectrum,
without concern for how it affects the middle- and short-wavelength areas of the
spectrum. This procedure is important because a cone type can contribute excitatory
inputs to one color mechanism and inhibitory inputs to another color mechanism (e.g., in
zebrafish, M-cones can provide excitatory inputs to the M-S mechanism, while
contributing inhibitory contributions to the L-M mechanism; Hughes et al., in press). To
model the data in this study, the spectral sensitivities were broken down into three areas
based on where there were dips or breaks in the function (see Hughes et al., in press).
Then sensitivity values were normalized and converted to proportions. Nonlinear
regression analysis was used to find the best least-squares fit of the model to the data. R2
values also were calculated to assess the quality of the fit.
Normal development. Figure 4 shows the spectral sensitivity functions based on
the b-wave component of the 6-8, 13-15, and 21-24 dpf groups of the LD condition. The
points represent the data and the lines represent the results of the multiple mechanisms
model. The error bars indicate + 1 standard error of the mean (SEM). All three groups
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are most sensitive to ultraviolet stimuli, reflecting a strong U-cone contribution to the bwave spectral sensitivity function. The spectral sensitivity functions of the 6-8 and 13-15
dpf groups show no obvious difference in shape and relative sensitivity. The curves
almost overlap one another, with the 6-8 dpf groups being only slightly less sensitive than
the 13-15 dpf group.
Although there was little difference between the spectral sensitivity functions of
the 6-8 and 13-15 dpf groups, there was a difference between the spectral sensitivity
functions of these groups and the function of the 21-24 dpf group. Both the shape and the
relative sensitivity at the short-, middle-, and long-wavelength areas of the spectrum
appear to have changed with age. There is an increase in sensitivity to short-wavelength
stimuli that is equal to the sensitivity to the ultraviolet wavelengths. Thus, aside from
being able to discern the U-cone peak, as was seen in the 6-8 and 13-15 dpf groups, in the
21-24 dpf group the S-cone peak is recognizable. In addition, there has been an increase
in sensitivity at the middle- and long-wavelength areas of the spectrum, suggesting a
larger contribution of the M- and L-cones although neither cone type peak is discernible.
In this area, spectral sensitivity is broad without any dips or notches in sensitivity. The
suggestion is that the M- and L-cone contributions are not opponent to one another. This
nonopponency is reflected in the final model weights, which show that both the M- and
L-cone weights are positive.
Figure 5 shows the spectral sensitivity of the 21-24 dpf group and the adult
zebrafish (Hughes et al., in press). The two curves share some similarities, but also have
some differences. In the ultraviolet and short-wavelength areas of the spectrum, the
functions are similar. The two groups have similar relative sensitivity and similar shape,
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with an identifiable U- and S-cone peaks. However, there are two striking differences
between the two functions in the middle- and long-wavelength areas of the spectrum.
First, the adults appear more sensitive relative to the 21-24 dpf group; second, the shape
of the function at these wavelengths is different. The notches that were found in the adult
spectral sensitivity, which suggest opponent mechanisms, are not present in the 21-24 dpf
group.
Abnormal light rearing conditions. Figure 6 shows the spectral sensitivity
functions of the 6-8 dpf subjects from the LD, DD, and LL conditions. The points
represent the data and the lines represent the models with the error bars indicating + 1
SEM. As was expected, the abnormal light rearing environment had a detrimental effect
on early visual development in the zebrafish. When compared to the LD condition
subjects, the LL condition subjects showed the greatest deficit in sensitivity, especially to
the ultraviolet and short-wavelength areas of the spectrum. There were differences
between the LL and the LD condition subjects in the middle- and long-wavelength areas,
but they were relatively small. Whereas there was over a log unit difference in relative
sensitivity between the LL and LD condition functions at the ultraviolet and shortwavelength areas, there was only half log unit difference in sensitivity at the middle- and
long-wavelength areas.
The subjects in the DD condition also showed a deficit in sensitivity when
compared to the LD condition subjects, but it was not as large as the deficit that was
found between the LL and LD condition subjects. Unlike the LL condition function, the
difference between the functions of the DD and LD conditions were similar across the
zebrafish visible spectrum. Across the zebrafish visible spectrum, a half log unit
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difference in relative sensitivity was found. In the ultraviolet and short-wavelength areas,
there was a half log unit difference in relative sensitivity between the LL and DD
condition functions, with the DD condition subjects being more sensitive than the LL
condition subjects. In the middle- and long-wavelength areas, the LL and DD condition
functions were found to have similar relative sensitivities. The curves from these two
conditions overlap in the middle- and long-wavelength areas and are a half log unit less
sensitive than the function of the LD condition subjects at this age.
Figure 7 shows the spectral sensitivity of the 13-15 dpf subjects from the LD, DD,
and LL conditions. The points represent the data and the lines represent the models with
the error bars indicating ± 1 SEM. In general, all three spectral sensitivities are similar in
shape. At this age, the difference in the spectral sensitivities that was apparent in the 6-8
dpf subjects has disappeared. In all three functions, there is a peak, which corresponds to
the peak of the U-cones and there is a second peak that corresponds to the S-cones. The
M- and L-cone contributions are still slight, without showing a noticeable peak for either
cone type nor any opponent notches.
Interestingly there is no difference between the sensitivity of the three groups in
the ultraviolet area. The three functions overlap in this area of the spectrum. The LL and
the DD condition subjects appear to show a slight deficit in sensitivity in the middle area
of the spectrum when compared to the LD condition subjects. The difference between the
DD and LL condition functions and that of the LD condition gradually disappears out in
the long-wavelength area of the spectrum. The DD condition function shows the largest
difference in the short-wavelength area of the spectrum, and the LL condition function
falls in between those of the LD and the DD condition subjects. The LL and DD
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condition subjects have overlapping spectral sensitivity functions in the middle- and longwavelength areas of the spectrum.
Figure 8 shows the spectral sensitivity functions of the 21-24 dpf subjects in the
LD, DD, and LL conditions. The points represent the data and the lines represent the
models with the error bars representing + 1 SEM. The trend that was seen in the 13-15
dpf subjects has continued in this group. At this point, whatever slight difference was
seen between the 13-15 dpf groups in the LD, DD, and LL conditions is nonexistent. All
three curves overlay one another, showing a similar shape and relative sensitivity across
the spectrum. The damage that was seen initially in the 6-8 dpf subjects with the LL and
DD conditions has gradually disappeared, and by 24 dpf the sensitivity of the LL and DD
subjects has returned to normal.
To assess photoreceptor function as the location of damage that is responsible for
the differences seen in the LD, LL, and DD conditions, a-wave spectral sensitivity
functions were calculated. Figure 9a shows the spectral sensitivity functions of the awave component of the ERG response from 6-8 dpf subjects in the LD, LL, and DD
conditions. The data are shown in absolute sensitivity values and the error bars indicate +
1 SEM. Responses were obtained from subjects in all three conditions in the ultraviolet
area of the spectrum. The curves from the three groups are very similar in shape and
absolute sensitivity. There does not appear to be any differences in the a-wave spectral
sensitivity functions of the 6-8 dpf subjects exposed to the LL and DD conditions when
compared to the LD condition, suggesting no problem with photoreceptor function.
For this reason the data were averaged across the three conditions and modeled.
In figure 9b, the points represent the data and the line represents the model. Having
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limited the range to the ultraviolet area of the spectrum, only the U-cone spectra has been
used in the model. There appears to be a good fit between the model used and the data,
suggesting that this spectral sensitivity function reflects U-cone activity in the retina.
Since the function has come from the a-wave component of the ERG response, it
suggests normal, ultraviolet photoreceptor function.
Model Results and Summary
In summary, figure 10 shows a bar graph of the relative cone weights obtained
from the multiple mechanisms model. The differences in the cone model weights
represent differences in relative sensitivity of the four cone types. All the weights across
the groups and the conditions were positive. Also, in all of the ages tested and the
conditions used, the b-wave spectral sensitivity was found to receive inputs from the four
known zebrafish cone types (Robinson et al., 1994). The larger the weight the stronger
the contribution, which suggests higher sensitivity.
As can be seen in figure 10a, in the LD condition there was a strong U-cone
contribution with only a slight S-cone contribution. The M- and L-cones had minimal
contributions relative to the U-cones. When the LD condition is compared to the DD and
LL conditions, there is an obvious decrease in the weights of the cone types. In all of the
conditions, the greatest contribution is from the U-cones followed by the S-cones, with
only minimal contributions from the M- and L-cones. Comparing the model weights
across the lighting conditions, there was a decrease in the contribution of the cones. The
LL condition shows the smallest model weights when compared to the LD condition, and
the DD condition weight values appear to fall in-between the LD and the LL conditions.
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Thus, the model weights show that the U- and S-cone contributions were dramatically
reduced following light exposure.
In figure 10b, the difference that was seen in figure 10a has almost disappeared.
The weights of the cone types in the 13-15 dpf groups in the three conditions are similar
to one another. As was seen in the 6-8 dpf subjects, there is a large U-cone model weight
suggesting greater sensitivity, followed by the S-, M-, and L-cones weights. Again, the
M- and L-cones were found to have minimal weights. The model weights of the S-cones
have increased in the LL and DD conditions when compared with the model weights
from figure 10a. Also, the weights from figure 10b (the LD, LL, and DD conditions) are
similar to the weights seen in the 6-8 dpf LD condition, showing that there is little
difference between the models of the 6-8 dpf LD condition and the 13-15 dpf subjects in
all three conditions.
In figure 10c, the model weights for the 21-24 dpf subjects are shown. Like the
13-15 dpf subjects, the subjects from the three lighting conditions in the 21-24 dpf group
have similar model weights. In addition, comparing across the three age groups, there is
a developmental trend. Gradually the model weights have become stronger in the S-, M-,
and L-cone areas of the spectrum. Whereas with the 6-8 and 13-15 dpf groups there was
little contribution from the S-cones, by 21-24 dpf the S-cone contribution is almost
equivalent to the U-cone contribution. Looking at the M- and L-cone contributions, there
is a gradual increase from those seen in the 6-8 dpf LD subjects and 13-15 dpf subjects.

Chapter 4
Discussion
There were two main objectives to the present study. The first objective was to
examine normal retinal development in the zebrafish using the ERG. It was hypothesized
that using the ERG would allow one to follow early retinal development. It was expected
that there would be noticeable differences in the ERG responses across the ages tested.
Also, it was expected that these differences would relate to the anatomical findings of
Branchek and Bremiller (1984).
The second objective was to examine the effects of abnormal light rearing
conditions on early retinal development. Based on work done in primates (Harwerth &
Sperling, 1974), it was hypothesized that after exposure to constant light, there would be
deficits in the ultraviolet and short-wavelength areas of the spectrum. In addition,
subjects that were exposed to constant dark would show some deficits, but that the
deficits would not be as severe as those in the constant light condition and that the
deficits would not be limited to the ultraviolet and short-wavelength areas.
The present study shows that zebrafish retinal development is similar to that of
other species, including both higher and lower vertebrates. Thus, the zebrafish appears to
be a viable vertebrate model for retinal development and function. The results of the
effects of light rearing conditions support previous anatomical and behavioral research
using the same species and the same lighting conditions. In addition, the results of the
39
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study have provided insight into the possible explanations for the differences in the
results of past studies on the effects of abnormal light rearing environments on the retina.
For example, in the anatomical studies using both higher and lower vertebrates, abnormal
light rearing environments appeared to have no effect on retinal anatomy. However,
when behavioral measures were used to assess retinal function, deficits were found in
subjects who had been exposed to abnormal light rearing conditions.
The discussion will follow the same format that has been used throughout the
thesis. The discussion will be divided into two main sections: normal development and
abnormal light rearing conditions. The results will be discussed in relation to previous
research, followed by some general conclusions.
Normal Development
The age groups that were selected for this study were chosen based on the
anatomical work of Branchek and Bremiller (1984). They had identified important
anatomical developmental stages in zebrafish. For example, by eight dpf, all cone types
appear on the retina, by 12 dpf, the OPL has thickened significantly, and by 24 dpf, the
retina is considered anatomically adult-like. Although they had closely examined
anatomical development, there was little consideration of visual function with
development. Branchek (1984) did use white light flicker to assess some retinal function,
in which sensitivity, assessed using the b-wave amplitude, did show an increase with age.
However, there was no attempt to examine or differentiate the development of individual
cone function, even though they demonstrated differences in the anatomical development
of the cone types.
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As expected, based on the work of Branchek and Bremiller (1984) and Branchek
(1984), the present work shows that there is a developmental trend in young zebrafish.
Differences were found in both the individual waveforms and the spectral sensitivity
functions between the young and old subjects. Consistent with what has been seen in
other species, such as humans and primates, larvae zebrafish do appear to have a visual
system that is immature in visual function. When comparing the young to the old
subjects, there were deficits in relative sensitivity in addition to functional deficits in
color vision.
The results showed that in the young subjects, there was a dominant a-wave in the
ERG response to ultraviolet light stimuli but not at longer wavelengths; in addition, as the
animal aged, the a-wave became less apparent in the ERG response and by 21 dpf there
was no apparent a-wave at all. At 21 dpf, the animals were found to have an ERG
response that resembled that of the adult across all stimulus wavelengths. The change in
the ERG waveform across the ages reflects the fact that retinal development is a 2-step
process. The first step is that the global cell structures, including the axons and basic
dendritic branches, must be mature and functional. Global anatomical development was
found in the anatomy, which had shown that the U-cones and the OPL were fully
developed by 15 dpf (Branchek & Bremiller, 1984). The second step involves the
development of the synaptic connections. At 15 dpf, the dominant a-wave was still
present, but by 21 dpf it had disappeared. As the gross morphology was set, the only
changes that could have occurred were in the synaptic connections between the U-cones
and the bipolar cells. Thus, as the connections between the U-cones and the bipolar cells
developed, the b-wave component dominated the ERG response, obscuring the a-wave or
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photoreceptor response. These results illustrate the caution one must use when
interpreting the gross anatomical structures. To date, the anatomy has focused on overall
global cellular maturity, but it speaks nothing about the maturity of the synaptic
connections. Instead, the immaturity of synaptic development may be reflected as
functional deficits, such as changes in the waveform or the lack of color opponent
processing.
There was no difference found between the 6-8 and 13-15 dpf groups in their
individual waveforms, even though the rapid expansion of the OPL occurred between
these ages (Branchek & Bremiller, 1984). The fact that there were no functional
differences between these ages even though there appears to be gross anatomical changes
may be due to a lack of synaptic connections at both ages. The cells may have matured
and the axons may have grown through the OPL layer, expanding it, but they have not
made their final connections by 15 dpf. Perhaps if 15 to 17 dpf subjects had been used,
there would have been more time to build additional synaptic connections, which in turn
would have affected the ERG response. This point is important because these results also
show the importance of the synaptic connections in the visual system. Even if the cells
are healthy and mature, the synaptic connections are necessary because they provide the
communication between the cells and the layers.
The sequential development of the photoreceptors and their connections are
supported by the changes in the b-wave spectral sensitivity functions across the groups.
At six dpf, there appears to be U-cone contribution, since that is the only prominent cone
peak. Next, as the S-cones develop anatomically, there are corresponding changes in the
b-wave spectral sensitivity function at the short-wavelength area in that the S-cone input
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can be seen. Comparing the young and the old subjects, this change is most evident.
There is a gradual increase in sensitivity to the short-wavelength area of the spectrum,
which by 21-24 dpf resembles the S-cone peak and has the same relative sensitivity as the
U-cones. However, there does appear to be a time delay between photoreceptor
development and the cone contributions to the b-wave spectral sensitivity — most likely
due to the additional time required to develop the axons and the corresponding synaptic
connections.
The M- and L-cones are the last to develop anatomically and also the last to
mature functionally, as seen in the b-wave spectral sensitivity. At the young age, the Mand L-cones appear to contribute to the b-wave spectral sensitivity, but their contribution
is not strong. There is a gradual increase over the testing period, with the subjects
showing an increase in sensitivity in the middle- and long-wavelength areas of the
spectrum. However, even by 21-24 dpf, the peaks of the M- and L-cones are not seen in
the spectral sensitivity function. Possibly, the synaptic connections for these two cone
types are complex since that is the area of the spectrum that contains the opponent
mechanisms in the adult zebrafish (Hughes et al., in press). Also, this development may
be secondary to the U- and S-cones. At this age (up to 24 dpf), the system appears to be
focused on developing the connections of the U- and S-cones. After 24 dpf, since the Uand S-cones appear to be adult-like in function, the system may shift its energy and focus
to developing the M- and L-cones and their complex connections.
Looking at other research, the sequence of cone development in the zebrafish
retina is appropriate. Research has suggested that the U-cones are an important
component in the zebrafish visual system (Hughes et al., in press; Saszik & Bilotta, in
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press). Robinson et al. (1993) have shown that it is the U-cones that are the dominant
cone type on the retina, with 25% of the cones present being U-cones. Hughes et al. (in
press) have shown that the U-cones function under photopic conditions and are slightly
more sensitive than the other three cone types. In addition, Saszik and Bilotta (in press)
have shown that the U-cones function under scotopic conditions, extending the darkadapted visible spectrum into the ultraviolet area. The U-cones were found to be as
sensitive as the rods under dark-adapted conditions. Thus, it stands to reason that they
are an important part of the zebrafish visual system and that this part of the system
appears to develop first.
Comparing the 21-24 dpf subjects to the adult (Hughes et al., in press), differences
were found in the b-wave spectral sensitivity function. These differences are important
because Branchek and Bremiller (1984) have stated that by 24 dpf the retina is adult-like.
These results show that although the retina may be anatomically adult-like when looking
at gross morphology, the retina is not functionally adult-like. The U- and S-cones do
appear to be functionally adult-like, but the M- and L-cones do not. In the middle- and
long-wavelength areas of the spectral sensitivity function, there are differences in relative
sensitivity and shape. The 21-24 dpf subjects were less sensitive and lacked the notches
indicating color opponent mechanisms. The lack of opponent mechanisms is further
indication of the importance of the second step in retinal development; the synaptic
connections require additional time to develop.
The results from this study also show some of the similarities between zebrafish
retinal development and other species, establishing its viability as a model for retinal
function and development. As seen in many higher and lower vertebrates, the visual
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system of the zebrafish is immature at young ages. In addition to the anatomical deficits
that are seen (Branchek & Bremiller, 1984; Schmitt & Dowling, 1996), there are
functional deficits similar to primates and humans. There are deficits in acuity (Clark,
1981; Bilotta et al., 1996) and, as this study has demonstrated, deficits in color vision
processing. Although the anatomical studies have focused on gross morphology, this
research has shown that the connections appear to be just as important. Like Abramov
and Hainline (1991) suggest, the present study has shown that deficits cannot be fully
explained by gross anatomical findings.
Interestingly, the zebrafish appear to be at a severe disadvantage in that their
retina at hatch has only one cone type that is truly functional. This condition is unique to
the zebrafish and offers researchers an opportunity to study retinal development from a
very early point. Based on b-wave spectral sensitivity, the U-cone appears to be the only
functioning cone with the best sensitivity. Rapidly over the next week, the remaining
cones develop on the retina and become identifiable. The U-cones appear to be followed
by the S-cones, with the M- and L-cones being the last to fully develop and be identified
(Branchek & Bremiller, 1984).
Abnormal Light Rearing Conditions
The immature system of the larvae zebrafish appears to be affected by abnormal
light rearing environments. The abnormal conditions (constant light and constant dark)
used in this study changed the b-wave spectral sensitivity of subjects in both conditions.
These physiological deficits are similar to behavioral deficits (Bilotta et al., 1996; Powers
et al., 1988) even though anatomical studies report no gross deficits (Robinson &
Dowling, 1994; Raymond et al., 1988). The discrepancy across approaches may be
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explained by the fact that there may be anatomical deficits located only in the synaptic
connections between the cells. There was no apparent difference in the waveforms of the
subjects exposed to the abnormal light rearing conditions when they were compared with
normals. The young subjects from all conditions had an ERG waveform that possessed
strong a- and b-waves in response to ultraviolet stimuli, as opposed to being dominated
by the b- and d-waves as is found in adult responses across all wavelengths.
The only differences that were seen were in the b-wave spectral sensitivity
functions across the conditions were immediately after the exposure (6-8 dpf). In the
ultraviolet and short-wavelength areas of the spectrum, both constant light and dark
conditions showed deficits in sensitivity suggesting problems with the U- and S-cones
and/or their connections. In the ultraviolet and short-wavelength areas of the spectrum,
both the constant light and the constant dark subjects were found to have lower sensitivity
when compared to normals of the same age. However, the constant light condition
showed the greatest deficit in sensitivity, and the constant dark subjects' sensitivity fell in
between that of the constant light and the normals. The constant dark subjects had a half
log unit deficit in sensitivity across the entire zebrafish visible spectrum. However, the
constant light subjects had a deficit in sensitivity of over one log unit in the ultraviolet
and short-wavelength areas and only a half log unit deficit in the middle- and longwavelength areas.
The deficits found in the ultraviolet and short-wavelength areas of the spectrum
are consistent with what is seen in primates (Harwerth & Sperling, 1974), in that for the
constant light condition there was a large deficit in sensitivity in the ultraviolet and shortwavelength areas. As was hypothesized, the results show that the U- and S-cones appear
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to be more susceptible to light damage than do the other cone types. Interestingly, there
was no difference in the a-wave spectral sensitivity at the ultraviolet wavelengths. The
similarity of the a-wave functions across lighting conditions is important as it shows that
there does not appear to be a problem with photoreceptor function in the ultraviolet area,
even though that is the area of the spectrum which showed the deficits in b-wave
sensitivity. At the middle- and long-wavelength areas of the spectrum, the deficits seen
in the b-wave responses of the subjects in the two conditions were similar. Subjects from
both abnormal light rearing conditions showed deficits in sensitivity, although it was not
as severe as was seen in the ultraviolet area of the spectrum.
The fact that the two abnormal light conditions had differential effects on spectral
sensitivity suggests that for the constant light and constant dark conditions there are two
separate processes being observed. There are two possible explanations to consider. The
first is that there is some damage in the system, most likely in the synaptic connections.
The second possibility is that there is a developmental delay. Although both can be
thought of as damage, in that there are behavioral deficits found, the explanations imply
different things. The developmental delay explanation suggests a hold on the normal
development of the system, and the damage explanation implies abnormal development
and possibly synaptic damage or degeneration. To consider the viability of either
process as a means of explanation for the differences found in this study, one must
consider the developmental requirements of the system, the condition to which the
animals were exposed, and previous findings in which similar conditions were used.
There appear to be few developmental requirements for normal development of
the visual system, but the appropriate amount and timing of stimulation appears to be
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necessary. Although there are genetic directions that guide the development of gross
morphology in the early stages, they appear to develop the system only so far (Cepko et
al., 1996). In general, in many species, the visual system is immature at birth and
continues to develop. The development that occurs after birth appears to focus on the
fine-tuning of the synaptic connections in response to environmental stimuli.
Results from primate studies using constant dark have established that there is no
retinal degeneration even when the exposure occurs early or for very long periods of time,
e.g., eight months (Hendrickson & Boothe, 1976; Chow, 1957, as cited in Hendrickson &
Boothe, 1976). This finding has been consistent across many species, including the
goldfish (Raymond et al., 1988) and zebrafish (Robinson & Dowling, 1994). In addition,
results from behavioral studies with zebrafish reared in constant dark showed only
modest effects on acuity (Bilotta et al., 1996).
However, the constant light environment results have shown that there is damage
to the retina. In monkeys with a mature visual system, exposure to constant light causes
damage to the short-wavelength cones (Harwerth & Sperling, 1974). This damage was
reflected functionally as a decrease in behavioral sensitivity, localized to the shortwavelength area of the spectrum. It was considered damage, because the system was
mature at exposure (and thus, no normal developmental changes) so that the deficit,
which appeared to be permanent, could be accounted for only by light damage.
Behavioral function in both goldfish (Powers et al., 1988; Bassi & Powers, 1990) and
zebrafish (Bilotta et al., 1996) has been affected by constant light environment rearing.
Bilotta et al. (1996) found a severe deficit in acuity in zebrafish, whereas in the goldfish
(Powers et al., 1988; Bassi & Powers, 1990) the results have been mixed.
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Thus, it is possible that in the present study, the results reflect the two
explanations across the two conditions. In the constant light condition, the system
develops normally and then begins to degenerate because of the over-exposure to light.
However, in the constant dark condition, the difference is not the result of damage from
the environment but that the lack of light stimulation fails to initiate the second step in the
developmental process. Thus, there is damage to the connections in the constant light
conditions, but in the constant dark, the connections are simply at a younger
developmental level, like that of a 4 or 5 dpf normal subject, and waiting for light
stimulation to initiate the adjustment and fme-tuning of the connections.
Although the difference that is seen in the middle- and long-wavelength areas of
the spectral sensitivity functions appears similar, the process observed can still be
different. It is possible that the deficit seen in the constant light condition is due to
exposure time. It has been found that the type and location of damage can be influenced
by duration of exposure (Harwerth & Sperling, 1974; Organisiack & Winkler, 1994).
Simply because the U- and S-cones develop first, they can be considered to have had a
longer exposure period to the constant light, and since the M- and L-cones are the last to
develop, they have had a shorter exposure period to the abnormal light rearing
environment.
By 13-15 dpf, the U-cones appear to be back on track. They show similar
sensitivity for both the constant light and the constant dark subjects when compared with
the normals. However, there still appears to be a slight deficit in sensitivity across the
remaining cone types (S-, M-, and L-cones). This deficit supports the sequential
development of the system. In normal development the U-cones come first, followed by
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the S-cones, which is followed by the M- and L-cones. Even when there are abnormal
conditions that have interfered with the timing of normal development, the system
maintains the normal developmental sequence.
Unlike that seen with higher vertebrates, the deficits seen in the b-wave spectral
sensitivity were not permanent. Once the subjects are returned to the normal
environment, the system picks up where it is and, as best it can, finishes the
developmental sequence. The differences that were found in the 6-8 dpf subjects are no
longer evident in the 13-15 and 21-24 dpf subjects. By 21 dpf, the subjects, including
those from the constant light and constant dark conditions, all appear to have normal
spectral sensitivity functions. There are no apparent differences across the three
conditions. The return of normal function is important because it shows that the zebrafish
may be a good model to use to study regeneration.
Summary and Conclusions
In summary, the results from the present study support the hypotheses that were
put forth in the introduction. The first objective was to examine normal retinal
development in the zebrafish. The adult zebrafish has been found to be a good model for
vertebrate retinal function, but this investigator wanted to assess the viability of the
zebrafish as a model for the development of retinal function. In addition, the viability of
the ERG as an assessment of retinal function and development was examined.
In relation to normal development, the zebrafish was found to be similar to many
other species, including both higher and lower vertebrates, in that young zebrafish have a
visual system that is immature not only anatomically but also functionally. Although a
developmental sequence was found to occur during the short testing period, the zebrafish
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was not found to be functionally adult-like by 24 dpf. The opponent mechanisms that
had been found in the adult (Hughes et al., in press) were not seen in the 21-24 dpf group.
This lack of opponent mechanisms at this age is important because it shows that after
gross morphological development, when all of the retinal neurons are present, additional
time is required for synaptic development.
The second focus in this study was to examine the effects of abnormal light
rearing environment on retinal development. The results on the effects of abnormal light
rearing on the retina have been inconsistent, probably because of differences in
methodology. This study is important in that it used conditions that were similar to those
used in anatomical and behavioral studies using the same species. It offered the unique
opportunity to provide some insight as to why there are no differences in gross
morphology and yet there are differences in visual behavior. The functional deficits
found in this study appear to be in the synaptic connection as opposed to the gross
anatomical structures.
In relation to the abnormal light rearing environment, like primates, the zebrafish
is affected by constant light rearing. The pattern that was seen in primates appears to be
replicated in the zebrafish with a severe deficit in the ultraviolet and short-wavelength
areas and only a slight deficit in the middle- and long-wavelength areas. Interestingly,
the effects found in the constant dark rearing were different. The subjects exposed to
constant dark showed a slight deficit that was consistent across the zebrafish visible
spectrum. Perhaps these differential effects represent two mechanisms at work, structural
damage versus developmental delay. The difference between the zebrafish and primates
is that the deficits that were seen were not permanent in the zebrafish. As one would
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expect, since the zebrafish is a lower vertebrate, the subjects have a system that appears to
be capable of regeneration.
In conclusion, the results of this study have established the viability of the
zebrafish as a model for retinal development, in addition to its use as an adult model for
retinal function. The unique features of zebrafish early retinal development offer avenues
of research that have not been found in other species. Also, the ERG was found to be
successful as an assessment tool. There were changes in the waveforms across the ages
reflecting different aspects of retinal development. In addition, the analysis of the a- and
b-wave provided some insight into the location of anatomical changes due to abnormal
light rearing conditions. By examining the changes that were found in the ERG response
and the spectral sensitivity functions, new hypotheses can be developed to guide future
research.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Adult zebrafish ERG responses to various irradiances under photopic
conditions. The background consisted of a 5 (aW/cm2 white light. The stimulus
wavelength was 440 nm; stimulus duration was 200 ms. Baseline responses were set to
zero and the responses were averaged across the three stimulus presentation. The raised
horizontal bar along the bottom indicates stimulus onset and termination. A log
irradiance of-3.0 equals 12.0 log quanta/s/cm2. Data from Hughes et al., in press.
Figure 2. Sample waveforms from subjects in the 6-8 and 21-24 dpf groups. In 2a and 2c
the stimulus wavelength was 360 nm and in 2b and 2d the stimulus wavelength was 560
nm. Stimulus presentation was 200 ms and the responses were averaged across the three
stimulus presentations and set to a baseline of zero. The raised horizontal bar along the
bottom of each figure represents stimulus onset and termination. The log irradiance for
figures 2a and 2c was 12.2 log quanta/s/cm2; the log irradiance for figures 2b and 2d was
13.3 log quanta/s/cm2.
Figure 3. Sample waveforms from 6-8 and 21-24 dpf subjects from the DD (figures 3a
and 3c) and LL (figures 3b and 3d) conditions. The ERG responses were averaged across
the three stimulus presentations and set to a baseline of zero. The stimulus wavelength
for each figure was 360 nm at a log irradiance of 12.2 log quanta/s/cm2. The raised
horizontal bar along the bottom indicates stimulus onset and termination of the 200 ms
stimulus.
Figure 4. The b-wave spectral sensitivity functions of the three age groups tested in the
LD condition. The points represent the data and the lines represent the appropriate bestfit model. The error bars indicate + 1 SEM. The triangles represent the 6-8 dpf group
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(n=15), the circles represent the 13-15 dpf group (n=16), and the squares represent the 2124 dpf group (n=10). Log relative sensitivity is defined as the reciprocal of the log
irradiance that yielded a criterion response.
Figure 5. The b-wave spectral sensitivity functions of the 21-24 dpf group in the LD
condition and the adult zebrafish (Hughes et al., in press). The points represent the data
and the lines represent the appropriate best-fit model. The error bars indicate + 1 SEM.
The circles represent the 21-24 dpf group and the squares represent the adult group
(Hughes et al., in press). Log relative sensitivity is defined as the reciprocal of the log
irradiance that yielded a criterion response.
Figure 6. b-wave spectral sensitivity functions of the 6-8 dpf subjects from the LD
(squares, n=15), DD (circles, n=l 1), and LL (triangles, n=15) conditions. The lines
represent the best-fit model to the data. The error bars indicate ± 1 SEM. Log relative
sensitivity is defined as the reciprocal of the log irradiance that yielded a criterion
response.
Figure 7. b-wave spectral sensitivity functions of the 13-15 dpf subjects from the LD
(squares, n=16), DD (circles, n=14), and LL (triangles, n=16) conditions. The lines
represent the best-fit model to the data. The error bars indicate + 1 SEM. Log relative
sensitivity is defined as the reciprocal of the log irradiance that yielded a criterion
response.
Figure 8. b-wave spectral sensitivity functions of the 21-24 dpf subjects from the LD
(squares, n=10), DD (circles, n=16), and LL (triangles, n=18) conditions. The lines
represent the best-fit model to the data. The error bars indicate + 1 SEM. Log relative
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sensitivity is defined as the reciprocal of the log irradiance that yielded a criterion response.
Figure 9. a-wave spectral sensitivity functions of the 6-8 dpf subjects. In figure 9a, the
triangles represent the LL data (n=l 1), the circles represent the DD data (n=9), and the
squares represent the LD data (n=l 1); the error bars indicate + 1 SEM. Log absolute
sensitivity (log quanta/s/cm2) is defined as the reciprocal of the log stimulus irradiance
that provided a criterion response. In figure 9b, the average of the subjects in the three
conditions in figure 9a has been modeled to the U-cone spectra. The points (circles)
represent the data, the error bars indicate + 1 SEM, and the line represent the best-fit
model to the data. Log relative sensitivity is defined as the reciprocal of the log stimulus
irradiance the yielded a criterion response.
Figure 10. Model weights of the four cone spectra from the best-fit multiple mechanisms
model for the three age groups and the three conditions. Figure 10a shows the model
weights of the 6-8 dpf groups for the LD, DD, and LL conditions. Figure 10b shows the
model weights of the 13-15 dpf group for the three conditions and figure 10c shows the
model weights of the 21-24 dpf group for the three conditions. The final R2 values of the
best-fit models to the data were greater than .93.
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